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Judith Balcazar, one of the creators
of Giggle Knickers.
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Balcazar

Helping Women Giggle
Away Their Bladder Leaks

By Brooke Allen

J

udith Balcazar discovered the "walkway
of shame" when she had to shop the
incontinence aisle of her local store. Not
wanting to linger, Balcazar glanced at the
products as quickly as possible before heading
to the checkout.
"This is not somewhere you want to linger,"
Balcazar said. "An embarrassing walk then followed to the checkout — carrying what felt like
a giant plastic pack with a mammoth [sized]
logo whose recognizable name shouted, ‘Incontinence pads!'"
Balcazar, 66, is a former fashion director based
out of the UK who recently underwent surgery
to remove a lump found on her bladder. However, as she began healing from her surgery, she
was forced to undergo "bladder retraining." The
surgery caused her muscles to weaken, and she
often felt uncomfortable to laugh, sneeze or even
cough without fear of leaks, and she was forced
to find extra protection from these leaks.
However, her options with incontinence pads
were slim. When she first tested out the incontinence pads, she was shocked. "I nearly died
laughing when I opened the box,” Balcazar said.
“It was a giant pair of crinkly, disposable fabric

knickers that made Bridget Jones' big pants look
like a Victoria's Secret set. I aged 20 years just
looking at them."
She researched other incontinence products
to try, but all of them were the same "crinkly,
disposable fabric." According to Balcazar, there
were no products in the market at that time that
looked like normal “knickers” or were washable.
Balcazar also discovered that she wasn’t alone in
this health journey.
According to the Office on Women's Health,
urinary incontinence affects twice as many
women as men. Although urinary incontinence
can happen to a woman at any point in her life,
older women are prone to this issue due to hormonal changes during menopause. OWH also
states that “more than 4 in 10 women 65 and
older have urinary incontinence."
With so many women affected by incontinence, Balcazar wanted to give women the option of reusable, absorbent underwear. So, she
went to work on a solution, and founded Giggle
Knickers in what year? “As a designer I could not
understand why a washable pair had not been
developed in the UK.”
During the start-up phase of Giggle Knick-
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ers, Balcazar called her friend and co-owner, Anne
Davidson, 53, for help. Their main goal is creating
beneficial products that help and empower women.
"We wanted to further [our] connection back into
the community of women, so we found the Free a
Girl foundation, [which] rescues girls from forced
prostitution,” Balcazar said. “[We] donate 20 pounds
for every pack of knickers sold. I am happy to say we
have already sent [the foundation] a check for over
1,000 pounds." This would be about $1,320 U.S.
dollars.
When she decided to develop her own underwear,
there was a lot of trial and error involved. According
to Balcazar, she started researching different ways of
making a washable pair of these underwear, and at
one stage, her kitchen was covered with strips of fabric
with time and absorbency measurements on them.
“I made countless combinations until one worked
— which was a bit of a Eureka moment because it
took a long time to find the right combination.”
Balcazar easily transitioned into creating her
own knickers because she formally owned a fashion
company, Wall Luxury Essentials. She said, “Giggle
Knickers is completely different because Wall was
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a much larger company with many employees and
departments — it was very structured.”
Wall featured clothes for older women. She said,
“Wall’s fashion was based on the Architecture of Luis
Barragán, a Mexican architect whose theories about
architecture included ideas about how comfortable
you feel in a space depends on certain qualities.”
She wanted the proportions to be right and good
quality materials, using clean lines so the mind was
not distracted. “These became the inspiration for
the look and fabric quality and shapes we started
Wall with."
Similar to incontinence products, appropriate
clothing for older women was sparse. "In London,
at that time, there was little in the market for the
slightly older woman, 45 plus, who was looking for
comfortable clothes," Balcazar explained.
Balcazar created "high quality, comfortable
clothing using hand-picked Pima cotton." Most of
the clothing was crafted in Peru, where she met and
lived with her husband at the time. They also wanted
to create working opportunities in Peru.
"Peru has developed incredibly in the last 25
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years, but when we started Wall, it was still a very
third world country, and simple things we often take
for granted, like being able to get training for a job,
was not available for many people," she said.
Balcazar and her husband set up a training program
for homeless women in Peru to learn knitting
skills. The program lasted for two years, and upon
completion, trainees received a knitting machine to
create their own products for profit.
With owning her own fashion company, she found
it difficult to constantly reinvent her clothes to fit
the latest trend. Although she enjoyed the change,
reimagining the clothes caused a lot of pressure.
In addition, Balcazar disliked the idea that people
must spend loads of money to find inner confidence.
She explained, "Consumer pressure often comes from
people feeling they can find self-esteem through
clothing and investing huge amounts into it. Paying
$250,000 for a bottle of black diamond nail polish
when we still have people scratching just to get clean
water on the planet is a rather obscene way to develop
a culture."
According to Balcazar, fashion can also cause
major environmental waste issues. She added, "By

far the most important [downside] I think is the
throwaway culture of clothes. We [throw away
clothes] without understanding the millions of
tons of chemicals we pour into the waterways,
which are global and effect human and marine
life."
Balcazar has always been acutely aware of the
environmental impact of her industry. With Wall,
she only used fur from animals who died of natural
causes, and Giggle Knickers provides a wastefree, reusable alternative to typical disposable
incontinence pads.
In fact, the environmental factor of reusable pads
helped inspire Giggle Knickers. "I came across an
article that said adult disposable pads would reach
the same volume in landfill as disposable nappies
by 2020," she explained.
"If everyone in the house takes responsibility
for keeping their bit clean and tidy, then the house
will keep functioning. If they don't, then it soon
becomes such a mess that everyone just gives up.
We don't own the planet — we're just custodians
of it for the next generation."

Giggle Knickers' washable incontinenceGiggle
underwear
Knickers' washable incontience underwear
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